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Abstract

This work proposes a new architecture for deep neural network training. Instead of having one cascade of fully connected hidden layers between the input features and the target output, the new architecture organizes hidden layers into several regions with each region having its own target. Regions communicate with each other during the training process by connections among intermediate hidden layers to share learned internal representations from their respective targets. They do not have to share the same input features. This paper presents the performance of acoustic models built using this architecture with speaker independent and dependent features. Experimental results are compared with not only the baseline DNN model, but also the ensemble DNN, unfolded RNN and stacked DNN. Experiments on the IARPA sponsored Babel tasks demonstrate improvements ranging from 0.8% to 2.7% absolute reduction in WER.
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1. Introduction

Deep Neural Network (DNN) has been shown to be very successful in speech recognition [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. A conventional DNN model usually contains a cascade of hidden layers of processing units. Each layer uses the output of previous/lower layer as input. The assumption for that architecture is that higher layers represent more abstract concepts, which can be learned from less abstract concepts. In this paper, we propose a Multi-Region DNN (MR-DNN) architecture where hidden layers are organized into different regions. Each region is composed of a cascade of hidden layers and has its own target layer. Regions communicate with each other during both training and decoding through connections among intermediate layers.

There have been DNN variations which require modifications of the conventional feedforward cascade structure. Convolutional deep neural networks (CNN) [6, 7] include local or global pooling layers to combine the outputs of neuron clusters. Recurrent NN, including long-short term memory [8, 9, 10] models, allow connections from upper levels to lower levels to form a directed cycle. This enables the model to use internal memory to store and process arbitrary sequences of inputs. [11] proposes multi-column DNN for image classification where an arbitrary number of columns can be trained on inputs preprocessed in different ways. The final prediction is obtained by averaging individual predictions of all DNNs. [12] uses different columns of layers to model long temporal acoustic contexts, with the last hidden layer activations combined to jointly predict a single softmax output layer. Multi-task DNNs [13, 14, 15, 16] assign both the primary classification task and several auxiliary tasks to a shared DNN representation to improve the model’s generalization performance. Joint training [17] takes both CNN and DNN input features and combines them with shared hidden layers, targeting to achieve system combination performance without extra training time.

MR-DNN integrates the techniques of both joint training and multi-tasking in terms of accepting multiple inputs features and modeling different targets simultaneously. Furthermore, MR-DNN encourages partitioning of hidden layers targeted to different targets. To be more specific, instead of having r big hidden layers with each one having mn * n hidden units, we can have m regions with each region containing r layers of n units. This partition can greatly decrease the number of parameters and save training time. Multi-column DNNs [11] [12] also enables multiple paths from input to output, but all columns are targeted to one output layer instead of different ones. In [16], each DNN predicts multiple target layers instead of one and there is no cooperation among different DNNs during training.

In the rest part of this paper, Section 2 describes in detail the MR-DNN architecture and several interesting variations. Section 3 presents experimental results on the languages used in the iARPA-sponsored BABEL program, namely, Tamil (Limited Language Pack) LLP, Telegu (Very Limited Language Pack) VLLP and Kurmanji VLLP. Each of these packs correspond to different amounts of training data. Section 4 makes conclusions and suggests possible future work for MR-DNN.

2. Multi-Region DNN

2.1. MR-DNN for Low-level Abstract Sharing in Multi-task Learning

The proposal of MR-DNN is triggered by investigations of multi-task learning for acoustic models. In many DNN acoustic models for speech recognition, the target layers are states from a baseline Hidden Markov Model (HMM). When multi-task learning is involved, a natural choice of auxiliary target is phones or phone sequences. After futile attempts to improve model performance by simply adding extra output layers to the top, we borrow the idea of bottleneck features. The assumption is that the highest abstract representation for phone classification might be very different from that for state classification.

Instead, the lower abstract representation which contributes for phone classification might be useful for state classification after being further refined. Figure 1 presents the idea of taking lower abstractions from both tasks and combining them for training the final state classification model. Two blue cascades of layers form two sub-networks(regions) with shared input features and the first layer abstraction. The left sub-network learns phone classification and the right one learns HMM state classification. The bottleneck layers from both sub-networks are fused together to train the primary sub-network with HMM state targets which is colored in magenta.
Figure 1: An example of MR-DNN acoustic model fusing lower-level abstractions trained with different targets

2.2. MR-DNN For Long-Context Input Features

MR-DNN provides a united style of architecture for modeling. Prior knowledge can be integrated though specific target selection and layer connection. For sequence training, longer context input features always provide more useful information. However, the influence of a feature decreases when it is farther away from the central frame. We could use MR-DNN architecture to model this prior knowledge. The long context input features are segmented and sent to different regions for different targets. The abstract of these features are extracted from auxiliary regions and send to support the primary region.

Figure 2 shows a specific implementation of MR-DNN acoustic model that uses a 30-frame long input feature. Instead of having a large hidden layer to accommodate the oversized input feature, MR-DNN uses 5 regions (sub-networks). The primary region (sub-network) is colored magenta, while the auxiliary regions are colored blue. Each region takes a 10-frame context window as input and predicts frames in order at time $t-10$, $t$, $t+5$, and $t+10$. The primary region predicts the context dependent state of the central frame at time $t$. The assumption underlying the architecture is that the far-away frames affect the central frame classification in an indirect way. The information from those frames can be extracted as an abstract representation and transmitted by connections between hidden layers of different regions. In Figure 2, the continuous cross-network lines connect the output of hidden layers from auxiliary region to the input of hidden layers in the primary region. The dotted lines represent reversed connections sending output of primary layers to the input of auxiliary layers.

2.3. Variations of MR-DNN

MR-DNN architecture is a non-loop lattice of hidden layers so it can be trained by regular back propagation algorithms. The only difference is that during back propagation, the gradients from multiple output (or upper) layers are interpolated. A larger interpolation weight means more control from that output layer. It is possible for an interpolation weight to be 0, which enables the output layer to accept features from the current layer yet without interfering with its learning process. By constructing different connections and configuring different interpolation weights, we can build various types MR-DNN models.

1. supportive DNN: A DNN that uses the architecture of Figure 2 without dotted line, with gradient to the auxiliary regions. Comparing the performance of this model to that of the multi-task centralized architecture tells us if tuning the auxiliary regions on the primary task is useful.

2. single-task DNN: A DNN that uses the architecture of Figure 2 without dotted line, with no auxiliary target layers. In other words, all regions are trained only on the primary task. Comparing the performance of this model to that of the full multi-task architecture tells us if multi-task training is helpful.

3. multi-task centralized: A DNN that uses the architecture of Figure 2 without the dotted connections. The primary region accepts features from sub-regions as well as feeding back gradients.

4. multi-task broadcast: A DNN that uses the architecture of Figure 2 with the dotted connections to broadcast BN features of the primary region to auxiliary regions.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental Setup

We investigate MR-DNN on speech recognition with data from IARPA Babel Program. The Babel program simulates a low-resource language by collecting data in a limited time from a new language, comprising of scripted and conversational speech. The Limited Language Pack (LLP) scenario is one where only one tenth of the total data (referred to as Full Language Pack (FLP)) is used for training. The Very Limited Language Pack (V LLP) scenario contains only 3 hours of transcribed data.

Our speech recognition system is trained using the IBM Attila speech recognition toolkit. The Input features are GMM/HMM feature trained with the recipe described in [18]. The feature processing pipeline computes 13-dimensional PLP features with speaker-based mean and variance normalization and Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN). A context of 9 frames projected down to a 40-dimensional feature space using linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and further de-correlated with a global, semi-tied covariance (STC) transform. These features comprise our baseline feature set for both GMM and DNN acoustic models in any language.

Most of our experiments are conducted with Tamil LLP data. The transcribed data of Babel LLP contains 20 hours of
conversational data and 3 hours of scripted data. Large portion of this data is silence, leaving approximately 15 hours of real speech for acoustic model training. The transcription contains 12K sentences with 78K word tokens and results in a 16K lexicon which contains words in the training data only. The development set includes 20 hours data, 1K sentences with 71K words. The Out-of-Vocabulary (OOV) rate is 15% and a modified Kneser-Ney smooth tri-gram language model results in a perplexity of 336 on this test set.

3.2. Baseline Models and MR-DNN with Phone Targets

The baseline DNN model contains 4 hidden layers with 1K sigmoid units per layer except the third one which has dimension 80. It has a final softmax output with 10,000 targets corresponding to 1000 context dependent states. The input features for the baseline DNN training are DT trained SAT features from the GMM baseline, concatenated with log-mel features (tMPE,SA+logmel) with 9 frames of context, plus the domain awareness features which is a 13 dimensional PLP mean vector. Table 1 presents two GMM/HMM baselines for Tamil LLP data. The speaker adapted maximum likelihood model (SAT) gives 86.6% WER and the discriminatively trained FMPE model gives 81.2%. After that, we first build an initial DNN with alignment from the GMM model, conduct both cross-entropy (XENT) training and distributed Hessian-free (HF) training using the state-level minimum Bayes risk criterion [19, 20]. This model is then used to re-generate state and phone alignment used for training the baseline DNN and all other DNN models.

The baseline DNN model has exactly the same structure as the initial DNN model and takes the same GMM features as input. It yields 80.6% WER with random initialization and 80.6% with layer-wise discriminative pre-training. A simple improvement of the baseline model is to incorporate the bottleneck (BN) layers from the initial DNN model (after HF training) as part of the input features, that gives 0.5% improvement after XENT training.

Table 1: Baseline GMM/HMM and DNN results on Tamil LLP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMM FSA</td>
<td>86.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMM FMPE</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN XENT w/o pretraining</td>
<td>80.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN XENT w/ pretraining</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNN with BN features XENT</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-task with phone targets XENT</td>
<td>81.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-DNN with phone targets XENT</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial multi-task training by adding phones as an auxiliary target layer fails with 1% worse in terms of WER. Inspired by the BN experiment, we redesign the DNN structure as shown in Figure 1. This model achieves the same performance as that from the BN model. It means that the BN layers learned from the auxiliary phone classification task does help in predicting the state classification. Compared to the previous two-stage modeling, the MR-DNN model does not need an initial DNN to provide BN features and it is randomly initialized without pretraining.

3.3. MR-DNN With Multiple Temporal Targets

We first use MR-DNN to simulate the idea of an unfolded RNN. RNNs allows the network to contain feed-back connections to improve sequence recognition by forming a directed cycle between different layers. The unfolded RNN architecture proposed in [21] shows that a limited history expansion for speech recognition works as well as unlimited recursion. We use a MR-DNN architecture as showed in 2, with five regions predicting frames at time t−4,t−3,t−2,t−1 from left to right. Each region takes 10 frames centering at each position correspondingly. For fair comparison, we also built five independent DNN models. Each DNN has the baseline structure, taking the same input feature which has a total of 20 frames and predicting frames at time t−4,t−3,t−2,t−1 respectively. During decoding, the scores at each position are interpolated equally. This gives 0.5% improvement over the baseline. Table 2 shows that simulation successfully improves the the WER by 1.1%. It is better than than just building 5 DNNs separately with 5 different targets and then interpolating the results. An interesting experimental result shows that with the same MR-DNN structure, if we replace all targets as the primary targets, the performance is almost the same 79.1%. It indicates that most gains come from the independent region training and feature sharing.

Table 2: Using MR-DNN to simulate unfolded RNN on Tamil LLP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>XENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolation of 5 DNNs</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-DNN with targets of history frames</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-DNN with targets of only the central frame</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can also use MR-DNN architecture to simulate the idea of a stacked DNN [22, 23]. In [22], two DNNs are built consecutively. The first DNN is trained with GMM features with 5 frames in each side. The second DNN takes the BN layer of the first DNN as input with 10 frames context. This input actually include information from a total of 31 frames of GMM features. Rather than using the complete input features, they sample the input feature every 5 frames to actually take only a length of 5 frames of BN features as the input of the second DNN. We can use the joint training property and multitasking in MR-DNN to simulate the whole process. We use the structure showed in Figure 2. The input features are 30 frames of GMM features but each each region takes only 10 frames centering at position \( t−10, t−5, t, t+5, t+10 \) respectively. Each region predicts HMM state of a frame at the above positions respectively.

Compared to the current baseline with only 1024 units in each hidden layer, a MR-DNN with 1024 in each hidden layer takes much more input information and much larger hidden capacity. For fair comparison, we also build a baseline DNN model (baselineB) with the same input features and expand the hidden unit is each layer to 5120. The new baseline gives 79.1% WER as shown in Table 3. The stacked DNN gives 78.6%. MR-DNN gets even better result as low as 77.7% which is almost the same as the baseline sequence training result 77.4%. Even though MR-DNN gains a lot from the long context information, it can be still further improved by sequence training and lower the WER to 76.2%, which is similar to the stacked DNN sequence training results 76.3%. Note that this MR-DNN does not completely simulate the stacked DNN. It is an enriched version because the primary region affects the auxiliary region during training which in stacked DNN, the second DNN has no influence on the first DNN training. A better simulation is the supportive version of MR-DNN discussed in Section 2.3 and it
will be discussed in next subsection.

Table 3: Use MR-DNN to simulate stacked DNN on Tamil LLP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>80.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline B</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacked DNN</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-DNN</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline with sequence training</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacked DN with sequence training</td>
<td>76.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-DNN with sequence training</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Analysis and Variations of MR-DNN

As we have discussed in Section 2, there could be many variations of MR-DNN depending not only on the position of the cross region connections, but also on the back propagation weight control. Building models of these variations helps us to better understand which factor benefits MR-DNN modeling. Table 4 shows the WER results on Tamil LLP using four variations of MR-DNN, all using the same input and output targets as in Section 3.3.

The first row in Table 4 shows that if no auxiliary target layers are used and all gradients come only from the primary target layer, it is still better 79.2% than the the interpolation of five DNNs (79.5%) as showed in Table 2. It achieves almost the same results as the large baseline with 5012 hidden units in each layer (79.1% in Table 3), with much fewer parameters. When compared with multi-task centralized 78.0%, it shows that gradients from the auxiliary targets are helpful.

The second row in Table 4 shows the case that all auxiliary regions are trained completely independently and they all just contribute their last hidden layer features to the primary task without getting any gradient feedback. It gives much more gains than the single-task model with 78.5%. The supportive model is a better simulation of stacked DNN (78.6%) and it does give almost the same WER performance. Actually, if the supportive layers are lowered, that performance could be even better and reaching 78.1%.

The third row in Table 4 presents the MR-DNN when the supportive layers of auxiliary regions communicate with the primary region in both directions. The forth row enhance the communication between auxiliary regions and the primary region in that the auxiliary regions also accept BN features from the primary region. These two factor adds up gives another decent gain for MR-DNN and the WER drops to 77.7%.

Other than the connections, the positions of the connections affect the performance. If the dotted lines from the primary regions go to higher hidden layers, the WER performance can drop 0.4%. In the supportive case, if the supportive layers shift down in the auxiliary region, the performance can actually improve a little bit around 0.4%. Yet this gain disappears in the multi-task broadcast setup. The split of input features are also necessary. If the same structure is used as in multi-task broadcast, but the input is not split, but all 30 frames are used, the WER is 78.3%. It indicates that expanding input features does not always help.

3.5. Other MR-DNN Experiments

We have also conducted some preliminary MR-DNN experiments with Telegu VLLP dataset and Swahili FLP dataset. Table 5 presents the experimental results of only XENT models. For Telegu, the input features are GMM/HMM fmlr features with 9 frames in context. The GMM models are graphemic models trained using the same pipeline as mentioned in Section 3.1. DNN models are built with sigmoid functions for hidden layers. There are 3293 sentences and 7079 unique words in the training data and 11541 tokens in the dev data. For Swahili, we use speaker-independent features with alignment from an initial DNN model. There are 52K sentences and 24K unique words in the training data, and 76K word tokens in the dev data. In both cases, the MR-DNN models have given decent improvement over the baseline models.

Table 4: MR-DNN Variations on Tamil LLP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single-task</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supportive</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-task centralized</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multi-task broadcast</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: MR-DNN With Telegu VLLP and Kurmanji SSL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telegu VLLP baseline</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegu VLLP MR-DNN</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swahili FLP baseline</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swahili FLP MR-DNN</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a Multi-Region DNN architecture which integrates joint training, multi-task learning and ensemble learning. We demonstrate that the MR-DNN can be used to simulate unfolded RNN and stack DNN modeling with the same or better performance on low-resource speech data sets. MR-DNN also provides a new way to use a large input context: instead of using fully connected large hidden layers, MR-DNN splits each layer into several smaller layers and cascades them independently. By careful structure designing with prior knowledge, the MR-DNN can improve the performance significantly. The current implementation of cross region connection of MR-DNN is only a feature fusion, but a complicated connection such as multiplication or summation may be more beneficial.
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